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UPDATE FROM THE ROTA
We have had the opportunity to work with 

past few months and hearing some amazing stories and receiving some great pictures. We find most of the 

clubs or groups purchase the lights and take them with them

airlines have been supportive of the volunteer

keeping the costs down. Below are some of the 

as moved as we are!    

RETURN TO UGANDA AFT

We returned to a couple of the communities where we distributed solar lights to the traditional birth 

attendants nearly  2 years ago. We are happy to report the lights are still going strong. It is testament to how 

sturdy and robust the lights are. The environment is harsh, dusty, smoky, and varies from extreme dry

extreme wet. The lights are in constant use and a

  

The 2 traditional birth attendants we visited are Rose and Jennifer. They each deliver 1 

the most basic of conditions. They appreciate the solar lights and confirmed they have made a valua

difference. As they both said most babies come at night. 

us fruits. Jennifer has lined the birthing house walls with newspaper to try and

woman often rip it from the walls during their labour.

farm. From Sue O'Neil 

The solar lights 
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UPDATE FROM THE ROTARY SOLAR LIGHTS TEAM
We have had the opportunity to work with many Rotary Clubs ,Rotarians and friends of Rotary's

past few months and hearing some amazing stories and receiving some great pictures. We find most of the 

lights and take them with them,  when on an adventure overseas. Some of the 

e volunteer work, and don't charge excess baggage, which helps in 

keeping the costs down. Below are some of the inspiring stories and pictures to share with you.

RETURN TO UGANDA AFTER 2 YEARS, &  SEE HOW OUR SOLAR LIGHTS 

STILL SHINNING 

We returned to a couple of the communities where we distributed solar lights to the traditional birth 

2 years ago. We are happy to report the lights are still going strong. It is testament to how 

sturdy and robust the lights are. The environment is harsh, dusty, smoky, and varies from extreme dry

extreme wet. The lights are in constant use and are a huge benefit to these poor communities.

The 2 traditional birth attendants we visited are Rose and Jennifer. They each deliver 1 

the most basic of conditions. They appreciate the solar lights and confirmed they have made a valua

difference. As they both said most babies come at night.  TBA Jennifer appreciates the lights.

us fruits. Jennifer has lined the birthing house walls with newspaper to try and make it look nice. She said the 

walls during their labour. Both these TBA's live in rural communities and

lights are still shinning after 2 years of use in Uganda
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ROTARY SOLAR LIGHTS   

A Project Sponsored By Sutherland Rotary Club 

RY SOLAR LIGHTS TEAM 
Rotarians and friends of Rotary's, during the 

past few months and hearing some amazing stories and receiving some great pictures. We find most of the 

on an adventure overseas. Some of the 

ess baggage, which helps in 

stories and pictures to share with you. I hope you are 

OW OUR SOLAR LIGHTS 

We returned to a couple of the communities where we distributed solar lights to the traditional birth 

2 years ago. We are happy to report the lights are still going strong. It is testament to how 

sturdy and robust the lights are. The environment is harsh, dusty, smoky, and varies from extreme dry to 

re a huge benefit to these poor communities. 

The 2 traditional birth attendants we visited are Rose and Jennifer. They each deliver 1 - 2 babies a week in 

the most basic of conditions. They appreciate the solar lights and confirmed they have made a valuable 

TBA Jennifer appreciates the lights. Jennifer offered 

make it look nice. She said the 

live in rural communities and subsistence 
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A REPORT FROM VOLUNTEER STUDENTS- SARAH & JESSIE -ANNE'S  

GREAT WORK UGANDA

Sarah and Jessie-anne arrived safely home from  spending 6 weeks in Mannya last week.  They took over 540 

solar lights, the people were really grateful but as you can imagine it was only a drop in the ocean to the amount 

of people that need them. The people that received them stated that it really helped change their lives, the 

children were happy as they could study longer at night.  We would like to purchase another 120 lights, which 

will weigh about 19 kilos, I would need to order them soon to receive them in time for when you go over to 

Mannya.  I believe Father Folley is going over around the same time and I will also ask him if he could help take 

some over. Following our conversation a few months ago Tim you stated that you may be able to take some 

lights over  are you still able to get the cotton on people to take some over with them in February.   Sarah and 

Jessie-anne volunteered in the health centre, while they were their several people and children came in with 

severe kerosene burns from their old lights, they were able to give them a light to help prevent this happening 

again.  Father Nestus and Sarah went into town to see if they could purchase solar lights for a similar price but 

unfortunately there was no light for the same quality and price.  Hoping you are still able to help.  Kind regards, 

Carol, Sarah, and Jessie-anne Kenworthy 
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Uganda Thank You message

 

NORTHBRIDGE ROTARY CLUB - SOLAR LIGHTS PROGRAM IN FIJI 

We have been working with Derek Matz and David Robertson from Northbridge Rotary Club,  and with suppling 

Solar Lights for the project in Fiji. David (in the pictured below) spends time working the villages in Fiji and distributes 

the lights to schools and village people.  It's amazing the impact a light can have! 

 

 

 

    David Robertson - Handing our Solar Lights in Fiji 
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Students in Fiji 

 

 

Students in Fiji 
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Class room in Fiji 

THE ROTARY SOLAR LIGH

YWAM MEDICAL

" We have just started our first set of outreaches for 2015. It's been a busy time of preparation but now the 

ship is actually in PNG! We had a big event in Port Moresby 2 weeks ago where the leaders of the nation 

gathered to welcome the ship into PNG. The PNG Prime Minister actually cut the red ribbon in our dental 

clinic on that night! It was a really special moment. I have attached a picture from the night for you to check 

out. 

 
Over the past 2 weeks, our ship has been in the Gulf and W
areas. We have only just begun our outreaches but I know they have distributed some lights already. I 
have been in touch with some of the staff on board the ship and they will send me pictures as soon as 
they are able. I will be sure to pass them on to you once I receive them.
 
Thanks so much for helping bring light to the extremely remote places in PNG.
 
Kind regards, Naomi 
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Class room in Fiji - Showing us their lights in use 

HE ROTARY SOLAR LIGHTS PROJECT - DONATED LIGHTS TO TH

YWAM MEDICAL SHIP, WHICH SAILS AND WORKS IN PNG

e have just started our first set of outreaches for 2015. It's been a busy time of preparation but now the 

ship is actually in PNG! We had a big event in Port Moresby 2 weeks ago where the leaders of the nation 

ship into PNG. The PNG Prime Minister actually cut the red ribbon in our dental 

clinic on that night! It was a really special moment. I have attached a picture from the night for you to check 

Over the past 2 weeks, our ship has been in the Gulf and Western Province and these are very isolated 
areas. We have only just begun our outreaches but I know they have distributed some lights already. I 
have been in touch with some of the staff on board the ship and they will send me pictures as soon as 

able. I will be sure to pass them on to you once I receive them.  

Thanks so much for helping bring light to the extremely remote places in PNG.  

  

A Project Sponsored By Sutherland Rotary Club 

 

DONATED LIGHTS TO THE 

AND WORKS IN PNG 

e have just started our first set of outreaches for 2015. It's been a busy time of preparation but now the 

ship is actually in PNG! We had a big event in Port Moresby 2 weeks ago where the leaders of the nation 

ship into PNG. The PNG Prime Minister actually cut the red ribbon in our dental 

clinic on that night! It was a really special moment. I have attached a picture from the night for you to check 

estern Province and these are very isolated 
areas. We have only just begun our outreaches but I know they have distributed some lights already. I 
have been in touch with some of the staff on board the ship and they will send me pictures as soon as 
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ROTARY CLUBS 

 WILL

Rotary Clubs   
• Northbridge Rotary Club NSW 
• Greenhills-Maitland Rotary Club  NSW

• Kardinia Rotary Club in Belmont Victoria,
• Rotary Club of Sydney Cove NSW

• Rotary Club of Cessnock NSW

• Rotary Club of Nuku' alofa Tonga
• Rotary Eclub of Greater Sydney 

• Rotary Club of Scarborough QLD
• Rotary Club of Geelong East VIC

• Janice Reid from NSW 
    

How to get started with Solar Lights in your Club

New Price: $10 per l

or $12 for under 30 lights, plus freight.
(The price change is due t

The project is designed to provide lights to the world. Half 

� ONE OF THE EASIEST ROTARY

 

� COST NEUTRAL TO YOUR CLUB

 

� BUY 40 PACK - $400, 

 
� WHEN THOSE LIGHTS ARE SOLD 

 

� BUY MORE PACKS 

 
� THE GROWTH AND REWARD OF

Email: pamboler5@gmail.com, or 

Payment and Donations can be made through: 
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ROTARY CLUBS - WORKING WITH THE ROTARY SOLAR LIGHTS

WILL YOUR CLUB, BE THE NEXT NEW CLUB!

   Country of their Solar Lights Project
Northbridge Rotary Club NSW     Fiji 

Maitland Rotary Club  NSW   New Guinea 

Kardinia Rotary Club in Belmont Victoria,  Uganda 
Rotary Club of Sydney Cove NSW   Kenya  

Club of Cessnock NSW    PNG 

Rotary Club of Nuku' alofa Tonga   Tonga 
Greater Sydney    Philippines 

Rotary Club of Scarborough QLD   Torrens Straight 
Rotary Club of Geelong East VIC   Uganda  

   Thailand 

started with Solar Lights in your Club

New Price: $10 per light, for orders over 30

or $12 for under 30 lights, plus freight.
(The price change is due to the increase per item from our supplier)

The project is designed to provide lights to the world. Half billion people have no lights

ROTARY CLUB PROJECT  

COST NEUTRAL TO YOUR CLUB 

WHEN THOSE LIGHTS ARE SOLD – RE-INVEST … AND AGAIN…. AGAIN

AND REWARD OF SHARING THE LIGHTS WILL BE PHENOMENAL

"LIGHT UP ROTARY"    

 

Website: www.rotarysolarlights.com   

or karen.bolerdavis@gmail.com -Phone: 0499 160 844 International +61 499 160 844

Payment and Donations can be made through: The Rotary Solar Lights Website 
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SOLAR LIGHTS   

NEXT NEW CLUB! 

Country of their Solar Lights Project 

started with Solar Lights in your Club 

ight, for orders over 30 

or $12 for under 30 lights, plus freight. 
supplier) 

billion people have no lights 

INVEST … AND AGAIN…. AGAIN 

PHENOMENAL 

Phone: 0499 160 844 International +61 499 160 844 

The Rotary Solar Lights Website  


